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Abstract
Small wind turbines have considerable cost constraints in order to be competitive in rural systems and
applications for farms and villages. Typically, small turbine generators are permanent magnet machines,
not optimized for capturing wind energy in the low wind speed range (up to about 7 m/s). The use of
gear-box impairs the machine capability to further produce power, since the friction losses are extremely
significant. Therefore, no turbine control methodology will impact the best operation of the generator in
low speed (since most of the turbine control systems only optimize the aerodynamic performance).
Therefore, wind energy considerations must be taken in the proper electromagnetic and mechanical
design of an electric generator, and it seems that a flux switching machine is the best candidate for such
application. This seminar will discuss a parametric optimization of a flux switching electrical machine
customized for a wind turbine application with a typical operating range for average and low power
wind energy sites. Statistics of wind resources are taken in consideration for the machine design for
definition of the turbine power envelope. It is evaluated both copper and iron losses for three different
machine designs. A very important consideration taken in this design is the elimination of gearbox
requirements for coupling to the turbine. Although the developed approach makes the machine
somewhat voluminous the overall performance is highly improved because a direct-drive flux switching
electrical generator becomes very competitive for small scale wind turbines. This design methodology
supports widespread application of small scale wind turbines for rural systems, farms and villages
showing that a very cost-effective distributed wind system can be approached with this design.
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The Weber building is pictured just west of the oval, left of #320, section K-6, and is circled in red in
the map below.
Parking lots: blue lots are for “A” parking permits.
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